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MONTCLAIR COOP ORDER FORM FOR 8 AUGUST DELIVERY 

Please fill out this form, scan it or snap a picture of it, and email it to wrong.direction.farm@gmail.com .  Or drop it in the mail and send 
to the address above.  Since each package has a range of weights, we will email you back with the final amount due (to be collected at 
pickup). 

Name:  _______________________________________________ 

Contact Phone: _______________________________  Email:  ____________________________________ 

 

Average 
Package 
Weight 

Price per 
Pound Number of Packages 

Boneless Pork Chops, 2 per pack, approximately 1" thick 0.8  $      10.00    
The old standby pork cut, but be sure to give it some respect. 
In 2011 the USDA reduced its recommended cooking temperature for pork to 145 degrees followed by a rest period, so use your 
thermometer and don't cook it using color as a guide!  Some top cooks recommend only going to 135 degrees for optimal taste and 
tenderness. 

Tenderloin 1.0  $      16.00    

It never met a marinade it didn't like. 

Spare Ribs 1.4  $         7.75    

These are used for most traditional rib dishes. 

Baby Back Ribs 1.0  $         7.75    

Baby back ribs can be used just like spare ribs, but they are less common since these bones are usually left on the pork chops. 

Pork Cutlets 1.1  $         7.00    

Perfect for stir fry or any other use where you want a quickly prepared meal. 

Bacon, Smoked 1.0  $      13.50    
Home cured and smoked by a local smoking expert.  Cured with salt, brown sugar, pepper, and cloves.  Smoked over hickory for bite, then 
over apple to smooth out the flavor. 

Jowl Bacon, Smoked 1.0  $      11.00    
This is a specialty item we usually don't get because it's a lot of butcher work to trim the cut properly.  Prized cut for curing as Italian 
guanciale, a more pork-y tasting cousin to pancetta.  Fry it up (save the fat for your next morning's fried eggs), chop the crisped bacon, and 
add to simmering pasta sauce.  Be sure to save a few of the finely chopped pieces to top your salad. 

Breakfast Sausage 1.1  $         8.75    

Just barely spicy, but not intimidatingly so.  Ground pork with salt, white pepper, sage, ginger, nutmeg, thyme, and cayenne. 

Sweet Italian Sausage, Linked 1.0  $         7.75    
Ground pork with salt, fennel, black pepper, and dextrose in a hog casing.  We normally order it without dextrose, but there was mix up at 
the butcher and they used it.  We are reducing the price $1 from what it would be had it been dextrose-free. 

Fresh Ham Hocks 1.0  $         5.50    
A solid foundation on which to build stock or soup. But if you want something really great, sear the hocks until well browned, then slowly 
braise in broth until fork tender. 

 

Please email if you are interested in a half or whole pig for your freezer.  Now taking orders for November delivery.  Costs are 
substantially less for bulk orders.  A half order fills about two shelves (tightly packed) in an upright freezer. 
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